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Colour Temperature Ref:

RGB 66623-133188

Technical Details

Power 60 W

Tension 220-240V AC

Rated Voltage 100-240V AC

Frequency 50-60 Hz

LED number 24

Use Outdoor

IP Protection IP65

Material Aluminum

Installation Surface

Weight 3.6 kg

Brand EQUIPSON

Selectable Opening Angle 25

Type of regulation DMX

Light color RGB

60W RGB LED Wall Washer MBAR 381 DMX IP65 EQUIPSON
28MAR021
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Description

The 60W MBAR 381 IP65 Equipson RGB DMX Linear LED Wash Light contains a light source with 24 RGB coloured LEDs totalling

72W. It is manufactured by the prestigious brand EQUIPSON, a high tech Spanish company specialized in entertainment and

professional installations. It was founded in 1995, and after more than 20 years of rapid growth, the company has earned the trust

and respect of all major players.

Characteristics of the  60W MBAR 381 IP65 RGB DMX Linear LED Wash Light

This spotlight allows a homogeneous colour tone to be obtained. It is controlled and dimmed by means of DMX protocol through
fixed channels, allowing the user to control the behaviour of the LED lights at all times. Its use is simple, just connect a

compatible console with a standard DMX to the input enabled for it.

Its heat dissipation system is one of the most effective on the market as it is made of high resistance aluminium materials a long with

a honeycomb panel head. With an opening angle of 25º it is perfect for focusing the light in a specific place.

The back of the spotlight has an interface with a screen to display the DMX channels and buttons to navigate through the menu.
You can select different parameters such as manual dimmer and strobe (flashing) mode with speed control. The spotlight includes

DMX modes (3 and 7 channels) with individual dimming levels, strobe function and automatic program.
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Additional photographs
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